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Favorite Books About Friendship and Kindness 



Rhymes, Songs, and Activities 

Rhyme: Heart 
I put my hands together

This is how I start,
I curve my fingers right around

And I can make a heart! 
 

Art Project Idea: Friendship Bracelets or Keychains 
What you need:

Pipe cleaners, or yarn, thick string, or plastic lanyard
Pony Beads or any bigger bead

Encourage children to make bracelets for each other using these simple materials. 
They can also make a keychain or something that could 

hang on their backpack or lunchbox. Have fun! 
 

Friendship Snack Mix
Idea from: https://oneshetwoshe.com/friendship-snack-mix/

Share together some ideas about what you might put in a snack (trail) mix.  
Once you have a list, gather (or buy) the ingredients and 
combine them to make your mix.  Here are a few ideas - 

Chocolate pieces (or peanut butter cups!)
Dried Fruit (raisins, cranberries, banana chips)

Cereal
Small crackers or pretzels 

Nuts (if no one has any nut allergies) 

 
 
 

Beach Ball Toss
What you need: 

Beach Ball and Markers 
Draw pictures on the beach ball where each picture

stands for a question to ask.  Toss the ball back and forth. 
 Children answer the picture question that their hand

touches on the ball.  
A few ideas - 

Heart Shape = Someone they love
Star = Favorite famous person
Music Note = Favorite Song 
Dog Face = Favorite Animal 

Dice = Favorite Game 
Create your own fun picture questions too! 



FRIEND

a good 
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CIRCLE TRACINGCIRCLE TRACING

orange wheel

pizza clock



Bunny ShapesBunny Shapes
Color the shapes according to the example



Do-a-DotDo-a-Dot

Banana

Use a marker to dot the banana



What goes Together?
Match the pictures that belong together.
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Flamingo Color by Number

1. pink     2. blue     3. green
4. gray        5. brown        6. black
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likes to sing was born in February

Find a friend and have them write their name or
put a stamp or sticker below the phrase that

describes them.

loves Math collects rocks

wears glasses has a younger sibling

likes vegetables speaks two languages

takes dance classes likes to swim

has a pet dog has an orange bag

has an older sister loves ice cream

FIND A FRIEND



Print these pages on card stock or thick
paper. 
Cut out the pieces.
Match the pairs and their names.

Instructions:

Kindness Day
Memory Game





greeting helping

loving sharing

kindness caring
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